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the only other thing you can do is turn it off by going into settings > general > restrictions and turn off the require attention when locked box. this will disable activation lock, but if you turn it on again later, you will get the message that you must provide the code
again to unlock it. if you want to try something less risky, you can turn off activation lock for a short period of time by going to settings, tap on general, tap on restrictions, and tap on lock screen. tap on allow. tap on confirm. the very thing that make the game so

good is the fact that you can continue your adventure without losing anything by way of progress. there are many good reasons that you might want to try and hack into this game; perhaps you want to get your hands on a weapon or a new item, or perhaps you're
looking for some extra cash, or maybe you just want to explore the world. whatever your reason for wanting to hack into the game, you'll need to find the activation code for your ios device. in this tutorial we'll be explaining how to do this. when players start a hack
on a datapad or computer, they will three columns containing bits of code. these lines scroll, though not rapidly, and players will need to find the piece of code in one of the columns that correspond to an image at the top of the screen. as they search, they need to

be careful to move their selection cursor away from any lines of bad code, which contain an x through them, or they will receive a penalty and lose part of their progress. here's how to successfully hack computers and datapads every time in mass effect 2.
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